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Larchant-RDOSS :
une mémoire virtuellement partagée
et persistante, et son ramasse-miettes

Résumé : Larchant-RDOSS est une mémoire répartie virtuellement partagée, qui persiste
sur stockage fiable indépendemment de la durée de vie des processus. La gestion de mémoire
est automatique. Cela inclut : la gestion de la cohérence des données et celle des verrous,
la collection des objets non atteignables depuis une racine persistante, l’écriture des objets
sur disque, et la réduction de la fragmentation. Cette gestion est basée sur un algorithme
original de ramasse-miettes, qui approxime une trace globale par une série de traces locales,
sans trafic supplémentaire en entrées-sorties ou en verrous, et sans synchronisation entre
le collecteur et les processus d’application. Le modèle de programmation est donc simple,
et nous nous attendons à une faible latence à l’exécution. L’algorithme étant spécifié pour
l’environnement le plus défavorable (langage de programmation non contrôlé, référence par
pointeurs, système réparti, mémoire répartie non cohérente), il devrait fonctionner d’autant
mieux dans des environnements moins favorables.

Mots-clé : algorithme réparti, mémoire répartie virtuellement partagée, ramasse-miettes,
synchronisation, système réparti
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1 Introduction

1.1 Setting

The Reliable Distributed Object Storage Sys-
tem (Larchant-RDOSS) is an execution envi-
ronment based on the abstraction of a dis-
tributed shared memory. The implementation
differs very much from this abstraction.

Applications see a single memory, con-
taining dynamically-allocated data structures
(or objects) connected by ordinary pointers.
Internally, the memory is divided into gra-
nules called clusters (of arbitrary size, typically
of the order of a few kilobytes). An applica-
tion maps only those clusters that it is cur-
rently reading or updating; updates remain
local until the application commits.

Pointers and allocation information are sup-
ple-
mented, internally, by location-independent
data structures. From these, the system deter-
mines which objects are actually shareable by
other applications (any object reachable from
a persistent object is itself persistent; this is
called “persistence by reachability” [1]), by
tracing from a persistent root. Such automatic
management results in a simple and natural
programming model, because the application
need not worry about input-output or deallo-
cation.

The intended application area is programs
sharing a large amount (many gigabytes) of
objects on a wide-area network, e.g., across
the Internet. Examples include financial da-
tabases, design databases, group work appli-
cations, or exploratory applications similar to
the World-Wide Web.

1.2 Larchant-RDOSS

This setting imposes performance constraints,
such as avoiding I/O and synchronization.
Furthermore it is not reasonable to expect any
strong coherence guarantees. (Coherence is
costly in the large scale, unnecessary for some
of the intended applications, and will block
in the presence of network partitions and du-
ring disconnected operation.) An algorithm
that performs well in such a setting can be ex-
pected to apply also to a less demanding en-
vironment such as a multiprocessor or a well-
connected local network.

These performance constraints appear
to clash with persistence by reachabi-
lity. Distributed tracing requires global
synchronization.1 Accessing remote or on-
disk portions of the object graph requires
costly input-output and network communi-
cation. Published concurrent GC typically
assume a coherent memory, and require
a strong, non-portable synchronization bet-
ween the application (the “mutator”) and the
collector.

Our algorithm works around these difficul-
ties. Instead of a global trace, we perform a se-
ries of opportunistic local traces that together
approximate the global trace. A local trace re-
quires no remote synchronization and no I/O.
We avoid mutator-collector synchronization,
by relying on the trace itself to discover new
pointers. We avoid relying on any particular

1We deliberately ignore reference counting (RC), for
the following reasons: (1) RC is not complete (it does
not collect cycles of garbage). (2) The existence of mul-
tiple kinds of roots (transient roots and persistent roots)
makes RC awkward. (3) We have already studied ex-
tensively a wide-area, fault-tolerant version of reference
counting [8, 7] and have found it inadequate for a shared-
memory environment. As we shall see, our new algorithm
combines tracing, whenever economically feasible, with
a variant of RC when tracing would be too expensive.
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4 Marc Shapiro, Paulo Ferreira

coherence model by delaying the delete of an
object until it has been detected unreachable
everywhere. We do however assume that a
granule has no more than a single writer at
any point in time. For performance we use
asynchronous messages, relying on causally-
ordered delivery for correctness.

1.3 Larchant-RDOSS vs. Larchant-
BMX

Two slightly different versions of the Lar-
chant architecture are being developed, cal-
led respectively Larchant-BMX and Larchant-
RDOSS. Both systems implement essentially
the same ideas and algorithms but differ in
some important aspects.

Larchant-BMX implements an object-
granularity entry-consistent [3] single distri-
buted address space abstraction. The collec-
tor runs concurrently with the mutator, in the
same address space; therefore updates must
be reported to the collector. Pointer compari-
sons must use a special primitive.

Larchant-RDOSS is a simplified version of
Larchant-BMX. Larchant-RDOSS provides a
more restrictive model, that of single-process
transactions, separate address spaces, and
causal broadcast of committed writes. A poin-
ter is swizzled (but only at first use); the col-
lector runs independently from the mutator
(but only collects the persistent memory).

1.4 Outline

This paper briefly describes the overall de-
sign of Larchant-RDOSS, in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 outlines our garbage collection algo-
rithm, ignoring replicated caching; it can col-
lect an arbitrary subset of the object graph in-

dependently; we suggest a locality-based heu-
ristics for choosing the subset that avoids mes-
sage, I/O and lock traffic. In Section 4, we ex-
tend the algorithm to the case where a cluster
is multiply cached, even when the replicas are
not known to be coherent. Section 5 concludes
with a summary of our ideas and results.

2 Overall design

The architecture of Larchant-RDOSS is illus-
trated in Figure 1. An application program on
some site access the shared memory through
that site’s Cache Server. Stable versions of
clusters are stored on disk by Backup Servers.
Together, the Cache Servers and the Backup
Servers form the Object Storage Service. Auxi-
liary Collector Processes perform the garbage
collection algorithm on behalf of a Cache or
Backup Server. This section describes the ap-
plications and the cache and backup servers;
garbage collection will be described in more
detail in Sections 3 and 4.

2.1 Application interface

Applications that use Larchant-RDOSS are or-
dinary Unix processes. The shared memory is
very similar to an ordinary memory-mapped
shared region containing pointers. An ap-
plication accesses clusters through the local
Cache Server (see Section 2.3). The API primi-
tives are directed at the local Cache Server.2

2In our current specification, applications can mea-
ningfully communicate pointers to each other only via the
Larchant-RDOSS shared memory. The specification could
be extended to sending pointers in messages or through
other channels, by integrating the SSPC protocols [7] into
Larchant-RDOSS. This is topic for future work.

INRIA
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Figure 1: General architecture of Larchant-RDOSS

2.2 Clusters and pointers

The Larchant-RDOSS primitive startup() pro-
vides a process with its initial connection, by
maping in an initial cluster containing a per-
sistent root object, itself containing pointers
to other objects. The application follows some
arbitrary path through the object graph, by
following pointers. When following a pointer
for the first time, the application binds it. The
bind primitive ensures that the target object
is completely initialized, and sets a lock. Sup-
ported lock modes include the both standard
consistent locks (read and write), and weak
locks (optimistic, no-guarantee).

Binding a pointer up-calls a language-
dependent type-checking and unmarshalling
module. Binding also ensures that, if the tar-
get pointer contains a pointer itself, the lat-

ter is valid, by reserve-ing a memory location
for its own target. (The latter is not actually
bound until it is accessed.) At the same time,
the pointer is “swizzled,” i.e., a correct value
is assigned to it according to the result of the
reservation.3

Allocating a new object in a cluster declares
its layout to the system, i.e., the location of
any pointers it contains. The application freely
reads and updates a bound object, including
the pointers it contains, as long as the new
pointer values are valid, and the updates do
not change the object layout.

This shared memory abstraction is natu-
ral, and can be used even from primitive

3This follows the model of Wilson [9]. To simplify
the implementation, the first version of RDOSS does not
swizzle, and a cluster resides at a fixed address at all client
processes.
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languages such as C or C++. Binding does
not differ substantially from the familiar Unix
mmap primitive, and locking is usual for con-
currency control. A call to the allocation pri-
mitives malloc or new must provide an ex-
tra argument containing the layout of the
new object. Programmers must avoid ambi-
guous unions or casts (where a pointer and a
non-pointer could occupy the same location).
These rules may be unfamiliar, but do not re-
present a major language change, and do not
require any compiler changes.

Updates remain private until the applica-
tion process commits, at which point all up-
dates are propagated at once. Locking may be
pessimistic (locks are enforced when the ap-
plication requests them) or optimistic (locks
are not enforced until commit time; if a conflict
has arised in the meanwhile, the application
aborts and its updates are lost.) Optimistic lo-
cking is useful and efficient in many types of
applications; it turns out that the garbage col-
lector uses it also.

An application pays overhead only at first
use of a datum (when binding) and when
committing an update (when unbinding). The
binding cost is that of getting a lock, map-
ping in a private copy and swizzling pointers.
The unbinding cost is that of constructing the
new reference map, unlocking and sending
updates. In between, the application runs at
full processor speed with no foreground ove-
rhead.

Note that we are not assuming the existence
of a garbage collector at the application pro-
cess. One may exist or not. The garbage col-
lector described hereafter only works on the
persistent store, and executes in the Collector
Processes.

2.3 Object Storage Service

The Object Storage Service (OSS) is compo-
sed of Cache Servers and Backup Servers. (A
single server process can actually play both
rôles.)

A Backup Server (BS) caches recently-
accessed clusters in memory, and stores them
on disk. Application and Collector processes
access the store through the single Cache Ser-
ver (CS) running on the local machine. A CS
caches clusters recently accessed by local ap-
plication processes. It caches both cluster data
and the associated lock tokens. A cache miss
causes a cluster to be copied from disk into
the corresponding BS cache, sent to a CS and
copied into its cache, and from there copied
into the requesting application or collector.
When an application commits, it propagates
any changed clusters to its cache server, which
multicasts the changes to all other copies (dif-
ferent coherence protocols can be plugged in).

At some point in time, any single cluster can
be replicated in any number of Cache Servers,
of Backup Servers, of disks, of application pro-
cesses, and of Collector processes. The server
that, either holds the exclusive (write) token
for a cluster, or was the last to hold it, is the
owner of that cluster. An update may commit
updates only at the owner site. Updates flow
from an application or a collector process, to
the local (owner) CS, which propagates it to
the other servers. A BS stores updates on disk.
Since an update or a token flows only from the
owner to other processes, it can be sent using
Isis “causal broadcast” [4].4

4Communication between the application and collec-
tor processes and the storage service, and between the sto-
rage servers, uses RDO, a Corba-compliant veneer to Isis,
a product of Isis Distributed Systems, Inc. Since applica-
tion processes only communicate via the shared memory,
they need not be aware of RDO nor use Corba interfaces.

INRIA
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2.4 Data structures

The contents of a cluster is described by
some special data structures. These contain all
the information needed for garbage collection
and swizzling.

An Object Map describes the location and
class of objects inside the cluster. An In-List in-
dicates which of these objects might be poin-
ted at from another clusters. Each in-list ele-
ment, called a scion, identifies a different po-
tential

�
source cluster, target object � pair. A

special form of scion indicates a persistent
root.

An object’s class describes its layout and
type. A class is an object itself, named by a
pointer. The layout gives the location and type
of pointers inside objects of that class. Type
information is language-dependent. The API
bind primitive up-calls a language-dependent
type-checking module to type-check a pointer
against its target.

A Reference Map indicates the location and
type of pointers inside the cluster.5 Each poin-
ter is described in location-independent form,
i.e., the Reference Map identifies the target
cluster, and object within that cluster, of each
pointer. An Out-List indicates which of those
references cross out of the cluster’s bounda-
ries; elements of the out-list are call stubs.

All the above data structures are normally
stored within the cluster itself, making the
cluster a self-contained unit of I/O, storage,
and collection. The exception is a class, which
is identified by a pointer, and hence may be
stored in another cluster. Classes and types are
not used by the language-independent layers
of RDOSS, and will be ignored in the remain-
der of this document.

5This information is redundant with classes, but is self-
contained and language independent.

3 Garbage collection of the
persistent shared memory

We now focus on the Garbage Collection of
the persistent shared memory.

3.1 Requirements and limitations
of existing algorithms

The ideal GC would globally trace the whole
graph of objects reachable from the persistent
root set (called live objects). But, in a large-
scale persistent shared memory, this is not fea-
sible, for a number of reasons.

First, all known tracing algorithms require
a global synchronization, which is not realistic
in a large-scale system such as the Internet.

Second, at any point in time, the major part
of the object graph is swapped out to disk, and
cannot be accessed economically. Since by de-
finition swapped-out data has not been acces-
sed for some time, it is unlikely that tracing it
would discover any new garbage.

A beneficial side-effect of some garbage col-
lection algorithms is to improve locality by
compacting sparsely-populated clusters. A live
object is re-allocated at a new address, and
pointers to it patched to refer to the new loca-
tion. Hence the third problem, that relocating
appears to require write-locks that compete
with the applications’.

Fourth, existing concurrent GC algorithms
require synchronization between the muta-
tor and the collector. This is implemented by
instrumenting every mutator instruction that
could either read (this is called a “read bar-
rier”) or assign (a “write barrier”) a pointer,
in order to inform the collector of the value
read or written. Since what would have been

RR n˚ 2399
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a single assembler instruction is instead repla-
ced by a sequence of code, this slows down the
applications considerably. The collector is not
portable, being strongly coupled with a par-
ticular compiler that will generate the correct
barrier code.

3.2 Main ideas of our algorithm

Apparently, the problem is hopeless. But we
will now show a solution that gives an excel-
lent approximation of the global concurrent
trace and does not have the same drawbacks.

Instead of a global synchronized trace, of
the whole object graph on the whole network,
it approximates the same result with a series of
opportunistic, non-synchronized, piecewise,
local traces. Each cluster is traced at each site
where it is cached, and the results summari-
zed at the cluster owner (this will be explained
in Section 4.2.1). Groups of multiple clusters
mapped at some site are scanned at once, thus
collecting cycles of garbage that span clusters.

In order to not compete with the applica-
tion, the GC works on a separate data set; na-
mely, any datum mapped by an application is
ignored by the collector (i.e., is conservatively
considered live). To avoid input/output, the
collector also ignores data that is swapped to
disk.

The collector does not cause any lock traf-
fic, because it locks an object only at a server
where the lock is already cached. Its locks do
not compete with application locks, because
the collector runs as an optimistic transaction.

The collector makes no assumptions, about
the mutual consistency of the many replicas of
some cluster, apart from the assumption that
only the owner can commit a write. Thus, data
can be incoherent. The GC compensates for

incoherence by being more conservative. Any
object that has been reachable continues to be
considered reachable for as long as the collec-
tor does not positively determine, at all copies
and independently of the coherence protocol,
that it is not.

There is no read- or write-barrier; the algo-
rithm discovers pointer assignments the next
scan of the collector itself, effectively batching
pointer assignments.

The collector is composed of three sub-
algorithms:

1. Collecting a single replica of a single clus-
ter on a single site,

2. Collecting a group of clusters on a single
site,

3. Collecting the multiple, possibly incohe-
rent, replicas of a single cluster at all its
sites.

We will explain each of these sub-algorithms
and argue their correctness, while also justi-
fying the design decisions listed above. The
first two sub-algorithms are quite simple and
will be detailed next. The last one will be ex-
plained in Section 4.

Our algorithm is a hybrid of tracing and
counting: (i) It traces clusters within groups
limited by what is economically feasible. Spe-
cifically, trace stops when it would require
input-output or network or lock traffic. Trace
groups are different at each site and change
dynamically. (ii) The algorithm uses reference
counting (via the scions, at the cluster and
group boundary) when tracing would be too
expensive.

INRIA
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3.3 Scanning a single replica at a
single site

A particular replica of a cluster can be scanned
on its site, independently of other clusters and
independently of remote versions of the same
cluster.

The in-list presented in Section 2.4 identifies
all the pointers that reach into a cluster. Igno-
ring for a short while concurrent updates, it
is safe to scan, by considering the in-list as its
root set. This is illustrated in Figure 2. Such
a collection is complete w.r.t. the cluster, i.e.,
it will deallocate any cycle of garbage that is
entirely within the cluster. However it is con-
servative w.r.t. other clusters, since it can not
deallocate a cycle of garbage that crosses the
cluster boundary; thus, the in-list serves as a
reference counter for inter-cluster references.

Here is how a trace proceeds. Any object
pointed from the in-list is marked reachable.
An object inside the cluster, pointed from a
reachable object, is itself marked reachable. If
a reachable object points outside the cluster,
a corresponding stub is allocated in the out-
list (with no attempt to mark the pointed-to
object). The result of the walk is a reachable-
set and a new out-list. Any objects not in the
reachable-set can be deallocated locally; the
cluster owner may safely reallocate a deallo-
cated object.

The new out-list is compared with the one
resulting from the previous scan. Stubs that
didn’t previously exist indicate that a new
inter-cluster reference has been created; the
collector sends a create message to the (ow-
ner of the) target cluster so that it can create
the corresponding scion.

Pointer updates are not noticed until the
cluster is scanned (in contrast to concurrent
garbage collectors where the mutator must

immediately inform the collector of pointer
updates, by using a read or write barrier),
and in an arbitrary order. To ensure safety,
all create messages are sent before any deletes.

To see why this is important, consider a
pointer x pointing to an object A, and a pointer
y; the program assigns the value of x to y, then
modifies x, e.g.,

y := x; x := NULL

The scan could discover the second assign-
ment earlier than the first. Ordering the create
before the delete ensures that the target A is
not deallocated prematurely, even if x contai-
ned the last pointer to A. We will see in Sec-
tion 4 that deletes may be further delayed in
the case of multiple copies.

A create message is sent asynchronously.
Since, a new pointer value can only, either
point to a locally-created object, or be a copy of
an existing, reachable pointer, it follows that
the target object will not be collected prema-
turely.

Stubs that have disappeared since the latest
scan indicate that an inter-cluster reference no
longer exists. A delete message is sent, asyn-
chronously, in order to remove the correspon-
ding scion in the target cluster. To avoid race
conditions, no delete message is sent until all
the create messages have been. Furthermore,
in the case of a replicated cluster, a delete mes-
sage may need to be delayed even further (see
Section 4).

The collector runs as an optimistic transac-
tion: if the collector has started scanning a
cluster, and an application later takes a write
lock and modifies it, then the collector aborts
and its effects are undone. Thus, the collec-
tor does not compete for data locks with the

RR n˚ 2399
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scions

stubs

Figure 2: Collecting a single replica of a single cluster

application, but it is still safe to ignore concur-
rent mutator updates. The collector is trivially
safe and live; it is complete with respect to
cycles of garbage enclosed within the cluster,
but conservative with respect to possible gar-
bage referenced from another cluster.

The collector may choose to move a rea-
chable object to a different address (possibly
in a different cluster). To do this, the collector
must take a write reserve lock (recall that the
reserve lock protects the addresses); which it
will only do if this site is the owner of the
cluster and no application already has a read
or a write reserve lock. This ensures that the
collector will not cause any reserve lock traf-
fic and will not compete for locks with the
application.

When an object has been moved, any poin-
ters that reference it must be patched. This
would entail finding the clusters containing
these pointers, and taking a write lock on

them. In fact, pointer patching can be delayed
until such source clusters are next mapped
and swizzled.6 Consistency is not a problem
because the collector will move an object only
if the source cluster is not protected by a re-
serve lock.7

3.4 Group scanning of multiple
clusters at a single site

Just as the collector can scan a single cluster
replica at a single site, it can scan any group
of clusters at a single site. The algorithm is
exactly the same as above, except that scions

6Since the first version of Larchant-RDOSS does not
swizzle, it follows that its garbage collector doesn’t move
objects either.

7Larchant-BMX [6, 5] does not have reserve locks. Like
any update, patch consistency is ensured by the fact that
only the owner of an object can move it.

INRIA
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for pointers internal to the group are not con-
sidered roots (this is easy to check because a
scion identifies its predecessor cluster), and
that scanning continues across cluster boun-
daries, as long as the group is not exited. Fi-
gure 3 shows an example group of two clus-
ters.

A group will contain only clusters that are
not write-locked by an application. As above,
a collection aborts if the application modifies
a cluster that has already been scanned. This
ensures that the collector does not compete
with the application locks. For the same rea-
sons as the single-group case, the algorithm
is trivially correct. Group collection is com-
plete w.r.t. clusters in the group, i.e., a cycle
of garbage, possibly crossing cluster bounda-
ries, but remaining within the group, will be
collected. It is conservative w.r.t. clusters not
in the group.

3.5 Group heuristics

The significance of group scanning is that any
arbitrary subset of the persistent memory can be
scanned, on a single site, independently of the
rest of the memory. The choice of a group can
only be heuristic, and should maximize the
amount of garbage collected while minimi-
zing the cost.

We will use the locality-based heuristics of a
group of all the clusters that are cached on the
site at the time the collector happens to run,
except those currently being written by an
application. This heuristics avoids all input-
output costs, and minimizes aborts. Further-
more there is no lock traffic cost since any
locks are taken only if cached locally.

These heurisitics do not collect cycles of gar-
bage that reside partially on disk, on another
server, or in a cluster that is actively used by

applications (a “hot spot”). Collecting such a
cycle involves costs that need to be balanced
against the expected gain. A cluster swapped
to disk has not been accessed recently, so it has
a low probability of containing new garbage.

The following strategy theoretically collects
all cycles of garbage that span any set of clus-
ters small enough to fit in some server: re-
peatedly cache a random subset of clusters,
and collect it as a group. While theoretically
complete, this strategy is extremely inefficient.
This result does tell us however that for com-
pleteness, a heurisitics should contain a sto-
chastic component.

We plan to implement only the locality-
based heuristic as a first shot. If experimental
results mandate, we will explore others.

4 Collecting the multiple co-
pies of a cached cluster

4.1 Garbage collection and incohe-
rent replicas

The simple technique of avoiding concurrent
mutator updates, by running the collector as
an optimistic transaction, does not work well
if replicas of a cluster are present at multiple
storage servers. Since we do not assume cohe-
rent copies, the collector could observe some
pointer value on one site, while the mutator
has assigned a different value on another site.

Let us illustrate this problem with an
example (see Figure 4). Imagine that pointer
x in cluster C1 points to object A in cluster
C3. An application program at site S1 assigns
NULL to x. Then the collector of site S1 runs.
Site S1 is the owner of C1.

RR n˚ 2399
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Group stubs

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Group scions

 Trace group

Figure 3: Collecting a group of clusters at a single site

Concurrently, another application program
assigns pointer y (within cluster C2) with the
value of x, as such: y := x. Then the collector
runs at sites S2 and S3 (the owner sites of C2
and C3, respectively). To make the example
interesting, we suppose that the assignment
to y is ordered before the assignment to x, i.e.,
y now points to object A.

When the collector runs at each site, site S1
sends a delete (C1, A) message to S3, and site
S2 sends create (C2, A), also to S3. However,
in an asynchronous system, a message can be
delayed indefinitely, so the delete could be
received before the create, with catastrophic
results. (We will call this a “fast delete messa-
ge”.) Furthermore, since the collectors run at
unpredictable times, the delete could actually
be sent before the create, with equally catas-
trophic results. (This will be called a “early
delete”.) These conditions are illustrated by
Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows an obvious solution to this
problem: serializing creates with respect to de-
letes. In this example, scanning a cluster as
soon as a write commits ensures against early
deletes. The create message is sent synchro-
nously. An update message is also synchro-
nous, from a site performing an update to the
cached copies of the cluster, ensuring that a
delete message is not sent until the correspon-
ding update has been applied at all copies.

This simple solution is undesirable, because
it slows down the application of updates, and
couples the GC to the coherence protocol. It
should be possible to improve this situation by
batching some messages, but a solution that
uses only asynchronous messages will have
better performance.
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Figure 4: Possible race conditions with concurrent read-write-scans of a replicated cluster.
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Figure 5: Timeline for the execution of Figure 4, showing the effect of a late create or a slow
create message.
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ack

ack

delete
S3

S2

S1

replicate C1

y:=x

create

GC
update

x:=0 GC

GC

Figure 6: Timeline from Figure 5, modified with additional synchronization to delay the delete
after the create.

4.2 An asynchronous solution to
the problem

An asynchronous solution to the above pro-
blem requires avoiding both early deletes and
fast delete messages. We will look at these two
elements in turn; our solution, the “Union of
Partial Out-Lists” (UPOL) is illustrated by Fi-
gures 7 and 8.

4.2.1 Avoiding early deletes

We delay the sending of a delete message until
all logically-preceding creates have been sent.
To do this: (i) we delay sending deletes until
the corresponding update has been applied at
all the copies of the cluster, and (ii) we force
any creates from some site to be sent before
applying any update at that site.

To get (ii), we scan any modified clusters
before accepting updates on the same cluster.

Property (i) could be achieved by getting
an acknowlegment from the coherence layer;
but this is not necessary, since the necessary

information already is available from the col-
lector. We stated earlier that each copy of a
cluster is collected at its site, and the results
are summarized at the cluster owner. We can
now explain precisely what that means.

Each cluster copy is collected according to
the algorithm in Section 3.3 or Section 3.4,
creating a new out-list, the Partial Out-List
(POL) for that copy. It is partial because it only
takes into account the objects reachable at that
site. After the collection, each Partial Out-List
is sent to the owner of the cluster in a POL
message.

The owner collects all Partial Out-Lists; the
complete out-list for the cluster is just the
union of the most recent Partial Out-List of
each copy. The owner sends a delete message
only when a stub disappears from the com-
plete out-list, and a non-owner never sends a
delete.

This works because of three properties of
stubs: (i) a reachable stub can become unrea-
chable at any site; (ii) a stub that is unreachable
at all sites will never become reachable; and

INRIA
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Figure 7: Union of Partial Out-Lists solution, before and after application of a pointer update.
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S1
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GCx:=0
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GCupdate

replicate C1

POL POLGC
y:=x;

Figure 8: Timeline for the Union of Partial Out-Lists solution, illustrating asynchronous mes-
sages and causal ordering.

(iii) only the owner of a cluster can make a
new stub appear in that cluster.

Property (i) is a consequence of the transiti-
vity of the reachability property. For instance,
suppose that the variable x in the previous
example is reachable from the persistent root
only through pointer z located in another clus-
ter, say C4. The application running at the ow-
ner of C4 can modify z, making x unreachable,
hence the stub from x to A is also unreachable,
even though the cluster C1 containing x has
not been modified at that site.

Property (ii) is by definition of garbage.

Property (iii) is because we assume that
only the owner of a cluster can write into that
cluster.

Because of these properties, and assuming
(possibly unreliable) FIFO communication, it
is safe for the owner consider only the most
recently-received version of each site’s Partial
Out-List. It doesn’t matter how old it is: it can
only err on the side of conservativeness, i.e.,
of considering as live an object that is not rea-
chable any more.

4.2.2 Avoiding fast delete

A careful examination of Figure 8 shows that
the POL message creates a causal dependency
between the create message and the delete
message (the thick arrows in the figure). Any
of the well-known techniques for causal deli-
very of messages [2] will therefore ensure that
the create message will not be overcome by
the corresponding delete.

Since Larchant-RDOSS runs on top of Isis,
we simply send the create, POL, and delete
messages using the causal communication
primitive cbcast. Larchant-BMX [5, 6] does
not depend on Isis; in this system, we use
piggy-backing to implement causality.

5 Conclusion

The problem of tracing a large-scale shared
distributed store seems intractable at first
glance. We have shown an algorithm that
gives an approximation of the global trace,
with none of the drawbacks. This algorithm
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causes no input-output nor lock traffic. It op-
portunistically scans groups of clusters, accor-
ding to a locality-based heuristics. The algo-
rithm is independent of any particular cohe-
rence management (it does not assume cohe-
rent memory) but does assume a single wri-
ter per cluster. There is no coordination or
synchronization between the application pro-
grams (mutators) and the collector. It works
even with primitive programming languages,
with no language or compiler changes (but
small programming restrictions are neces-
sary).

We have furthermore shown a version in
which all collector messages are asynchro-
nous; however this version either rests upon
or simulates a causally-ordered communica-
tion layer.

We explained our algorithm in the context
of a shared persistent virtual memory contai-
ning ordinary memory pointers. Since this is
the worst-case scenario, the same algorithm
should be applicable to many other cases, such
as persistent object stores and shared-memory
multiprocessors.

An application process bears a cost at the
time of binding and unbinding a datum into
memory. The bind time cost is the cost of map-
ping a copy of the data, swizzling, and ap-
plying a lock. The unbind cost is modifying
the reference map(unswizzling), unmapping,
unlocking, and propagating changes. Swizz-
ling and unswizzling are useful for suppor-
ting memory compaction. The other costs are
the unavoidable consequence of sharing.
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